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Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

Meeting Summary 

Date/time: Monday, January 11, 2021; 3:00 – 5:30 p.m. 
Meeting Location: https://csus.zoom.us/j/86708695846 
Contact: Andy Rodgers, Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA), Administrator 
Email: arodgers@westyost.com I Phone: 707.508.3661 

Next meeting: Monday, February 8, 2021, 3:00 – 5:30 p.m. 

MEETING SUMMARY 

Welcome and Call to Order 
Sam Magill, Facilitator, Sacramento State University – Consensus and Collaboration Program, opened the 
meeting, welcomed the group, covered meeting protocol, and conducted roll call. He then ran through 
the day’s agenda. 

Bob Anderson, Santa Rosa Plain Advisory Committee Chairman and Andy Rodgers, Administrator, both 
welcomed the group and mentioned we have a busy calendar year ahead.  

General Public Comments 
None. 

Agenda and 2021 Meeting Schedule Reviews 
Andy Rodgers noted the busy upcoming Advisory Committee and Board meeting schedule for 2021. There 
is an enormous amount of work to do in a short amount of time. We are bullish on being able to do this. 
There is an additional meeting in February, and we will likely add another two or three this year, most 
likely in April, June, August, or October (second Monday in even months). 

There will be more homework/review required between meetings. Apologies for the delay in getting the 
materials to you for this meeting. Rodgers gave an outline of the 2021 GSP schedule and process. Marcus 
Trotta provided the draft GSP schedule including timelines by line item/month. 

Questions/Comments  
Peter Martin – I see the first round of high priority basins GSPs were due earlier. Will we have the benefit 
of seeing some of the determinations by DWR of their plans? 

Trotta – I believe DWR is planning to release some initial comments this year on non-Central 
Valley basins. The State Water Board recently provided comments to DWR on some of the plans. 
There are some comments coming in and we expect more that we think will help inform our Plan. 

DuBay (chat) – Section 1 should be out on January 19th. You will receive an email with a link and 
instructions for making comments. This is a short section and will be a good test! 

https://csus.zoom.us/j/86708695846
mailto:arodgers@westyost.com
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David Long – I want to recognize technical staff for the complex documentation. I notice the late 
distribution of documents leaving little time to make changes. There needs to be more time for Advisory 
Committee members to review and assimilate information. Anything you can do to push the documents 
through sooner, would be welcome. 

Magill – Comment well taken! As Ann DuBay mentioned, Section 1 should be out on January 19th. 
Long - Why isn’t it out now? 
Trotta – We are standardizing language and developing helpful information on abbreviations, etc., 
that will be included in the section. There will also be a section on public outreach included. 
Long – So how is it going to work? When people comment on it, will it come back for review at the 
February meeting? 
Trotta – There will likely not be a lot of time at meetings to discuss comments. We want to make a 
process available for substantive comments to be discussed - possibly extra meetings or an ad 
hoc. Hopefully, the direction and input we get from the Advisory Committee and the Board, won’t 
have too many surprises. 

Rosenblum (chat) – I agree with David Long! Staff also need to reply substantively to AC comments. 

Matt O’Connor – This is an important thing for the group to keep track of. Substantive things should be 
addressed. Maybe there should be a place on the standard agenda for Advisory Committee comments. 

Joe Gaffney (chat) - Is it realistic to assume the State will step in if our GSP is not filed by 1/31/22, even if 
we are in touch with State staff explaining any delays? 

Magill/Rich – Yes, that is our understanding, it is a Statutory requirement. 

John Rosenblum (chat) – I guess that any deliberation at the State Board would provide a procedural 
"gap" to complete the GSP to DWR's specifications. 

Rue Furch (chat) – Have the SRP GSA AC meetings been changed to Wednesdays?  (generally) 
Magill (chat) – The intent is to remain on the same Monday schedule for Santa Rosa Plain. 
Ann DuBay (chat) – I'm sorry, the meeting dates might have been messed up in this slide. Please 
don't rely on this slide for meeting dates! The meetings in the prior slides and the calendar that 
was provided in packet are correct. 

Bob Anderson (chat) – Will the AC be reviewing Sections 1.0 and 2.0 at the February 8 meeting? Or before 
the March 8 meeting? 

Trotta – We are hoping to have Section 1 out next week. Section 2, we are targeting beginning 
February to release to the AC. 

Chair/Vice-Chair Selection 
Andy Rodgers showed an Advisory Committee Chair responsibilitiesoverview slide and reported that Bob 
Anderson and Rue Furch have expressed a willingness to continue serving as Chair/Vice-chair. There is a 
lot of work between meetings. If someone else is interested to serve, please follow up with Andy Rodgers. 
There can  be another discussion agendized for the February meeting. 

Anderson/Furch – We are willing to continue unless someone wants to step into this role. This year will be 
intense to meet the deadlines. 

O'Connor (chat) - Thanks for the efforts to-date and glad you are willing to continue! 
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Peter Martin – At this point in the process, it makes sense to continue with the existing Chair/Vice-chair to 
get through the work as efficiently as possible. 

Review Action Items and Approval of Previous Meeting Summary 
Sam Magill asked if any corrections to the previous meeting summary are required.  
John Rosenblum requested three grammatical changes to be made before the summary is posted. 

Projected Water Demand Approach 
Objective: Review projected water demand assumptions and practitioner work group input, including next 
steps in 50-year projected water budget. 

Marcus Trotta said this was a critical component for the remaining Sustainable Management Criteria 
work. Staff gave a brief update on the Rural Residential, Ag, and Municipal projections and reiterated the 
assumptions for 50-year projected water budgets. 

Questions/Comments 
Peter Martin – We do utilize several larger production wells for irrigation only – such as for Bennett Valley 
Golf course. They are subject to seasonal variation and weather conditions. We anticipate future growth 
for adding wells in the future.  

Rosenblum – The past will not reflect the future. We have already seen some possibilities based on 
frequency of droughts. What kind of distribution are you basing the standard distribution? Water and 
hydrology don’t follow normal distribution. Standard deviation for 95% certainty is three standard 
deviations. I would like to see it explained a little more. 

Trotta – We can provide some additional detail. We used standard deviation to have a range that 
allows us to reflect future climate. 

Long – Is this the first time we’ve seen these slides? They weren’t in the packet sent last Friday. 
Trotta – Correct, my apologies, this is the first time you are seeing these slides. 
David – Does the wide variation in rainfall pattern move the needle on pumping trends or are we 
driving towards long term pumping average no matter what the model? 
Trotta – Most of the purveyors have imported surface water and local groundwater sources 
(Sebastopol is the exception). We do see variability dependent upon the surface water supplies 
dictated by climate. 

Gaffney – I am curious about the bar chart on slide 18.  In Santa Rosa Plain it looks like the average 
groundwater use was around 1600 acre-feet/year but in the bar chart it shows about 1000 acre-feet/year 
more than that. Where do the numbers come from? 

Trotta – This is a draft. The bar chart is intended to be reflective of future projected conditions. 
Santa Rosa Plain is projecting their future groundwater usage will range from 1550 acre-feet to 
3500 acre-feet.  
Gaffney – Sebastopol does not import surface water. 

Rosenblum – Why wait? We have this example for Santa Rosa. Maybe the Advisory Committee could 
point out improvements that can be made before embedding the other cities in the process. 

Noren – Does the Groundwater Sustainability Plan distinguish between surface water and groundwater, 
or favor one over the other? 
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Trotta – Good point, municipalities have options for both. We are trying to establish a future 
baseline. To your point about what the GSP could include, that could potentially be in Projects 
and Actions. Our goal is to set a baseline that we can compare to set our future Projects and 
Actions. 

Martin – In defense of Marcus Trotta and the team, we had quite a few delays in getting our projections 
to the technical team, my apologies. I want to make sure everyone understands that the goal is to roll the 
numbers up into one in the model. The purpose of the standard deviations is to smooth the wild swings. 

Colin Close – We are trying to be very conservative which means we are trying not to underestimate our 
impact on the groundwater basin. Historically, our groundwater use is only about 5% of the water we 
deliver to our customers. 95% of our water comes from Sonoma Water. 

Furch (chat) – Thanks to Peter Martin and Colin Close for “conservative” numbers. If we plan for worst 
case - and we don’t get there, it’s all to the good. 

Bob Anderson (chat) – Marcus Trotta said looking to see the impact from climate. In the other categories, 
looking to see what acreage is decreasing or increasing. Shouldn't the three be viewed similarly - either 
growth or climate? 

Trotta – Ag will have a climate component to it. With respect to municipal, there is growth 
incorporated into the urban water planning but has less of an effect on the overall groundwater 
use. There are some distinctions to keep in mind. 

Furch (chat) – I hope the 5-year updates will monitor potential changes with the Potter Valley project 
since the municipalities rely on surface water supplied by the Russian River. I should note that Sebastopol 
does not get water from the Russian River, but to varying degrees other municipalities do. 

Trotta – Absolutely. It will be incorporated into 5-year updates. 

Gaffney (chat) - Does the chart show total Sant Rosa Plain groundwater use, or their total water use? 
Trotta – Total groundwater use. 

Furch (chat) – Santa Rosa Plain is also a source of recycled water for Ag so that might shift if 
circumstances change. 

Martin (chat) – Santa Rosa typically receives 5-8% of municipal supplies from local groundwater, the 
remainder is from Sonoma Water surface water deliveries. 

Furch (chat) – Thank you.  With all that is in flux, it’s important to know how to consider this. 

Pete Parkinson provided a recap of the Projection Methodology provided in his presentation at the 
October AC meeting, along with recommendations for future updates to projections. 

Questions/Comments 
Rosenblum (chat) – There are multiple parameters (temperature, humidity, evapotranspiration, land-use - 
and behavior) that will change across the 50-year GSP horizon. They will not follow past statistics, so it is 
important to review and understand the derivation of demand and its variability - so "what ifs" can be 
evaluated. Why the recap of Russian River projections? It would be far more efficient to go directly to the 
updated… 
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Anderson (chat) – 7116 is parcels in 2015. How many in 2022? 
Rich – I projected an additional 259 units in the basin and an additional 212 units in the watershed 
between 2015 and 2022. 

Furch (chat) – The Planning Dept presented RHNA numbers to the Planning Agency last Thursday.  They 
also presented areas where increased housing is being explored in the unincorporated area. 
Are ACC’s considered? 

Close (chat) – For Santa Rosa we requested conservative numbers. We were not speaking for anyone else. 

Furch (chat) – I wonder if Pete Parkinson’s chart showing the high estimate might indicate the future 
projections? 

Close (chat) – Also, we anticipate our numbers will be updated every five years. And we provided a range 
from actual low to potential high demand on groundwater for out years. 

Rosenblum (chat) – On the positive side, running RCP 2.9 would present an opportunity to see the 
advantages of collaboration across resources and entities. 

Furch (chat) – I think we have a list for future consideration, and changes to Wilson Grove should (I think 
is) be on that list.  

Andy Rich, Technical staff, gave a summary of the transportation analysis of projected new units. 

Questions/Comments 
O’Connor – Are we looking at median values? 

Trotta – That is what we proposed for the water budget. 

Rosenblum – The issue is just not looking at Sebastopol/Graton recharge area. I would like to know what 
numbers I should use for that recharge area? 

Rich – The watershed area is essentially the Laguna de Santa Rosa watershed which is reflected in 
the total watershed area of the groundwater model. 
Rosenblum – Surface watershed, that is where the boundary is. I am talking about the 
groundwater recharge area. I have repeated this since 2017. 
Rich – You were asking what we mean by the surrounding watershed. 
Rosenblum – So what number do I use for our recharge area? I know the county has those 
numbers, could we see them? 
Trotta – We have not developed the numbers for areas outside of the contributing watershed 
area of the groundwater basin. At this time, we are focused on developing projections for water 
demands within our current model. 
Rosenblum – Since this was a practitioner group that generated this, there must be county 
projections. 
Parkinson – The county doesn’t have projections for the area, that is why we use General Plan 
updates. 

Long – We are going down a road of choosing a most conservative approach to the climate change model. 
How does the use of conservative criteria drive Sustainable Management Criteria SMC selection? 

Rich - I wouldn’t say the numbers projected for rural residential units are conservative or not 
conservative. It is the best we have. 
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Long – But I heard Colin Close say they used the most conservative approach. Is this making our 
choice of SMC more conservative or less conservative? 
Rich – Generally, the ‘more or less’ conservative approach will drive the need for more planning 
and bigger projects. Generally, it shouldn’t affect Minimum Thresholds. Mostly it is the choice of 
projections that will impact the planning. 
Long – I don’t want to see us pitch it too far in one direction or another to cause overly 
conservative planning and make the GSA more expensive. 
Rich – We have heard that from others too and take that into consideration. 
Trotta – We are proposing for rural residential and agriculture to use median ranges so we can 
convey some of the uncertainty associated with our projections. 

O’Connor – I don’t know if the premise of that question makes sense right now, we will know when we 
get there. I remind everyone that John Rosenblum has been concerned about Wilson Grove aquifer which 
extends outside the basin boundaries. We have had some significant discussions about this and the 
resolution we came to is that we will be looking at it in the 5-year updates. Maybe somebody in the 
process can start/maintain a tickler file. 

Close – In terms of Santa Rosa numbers being conservative, we weren’t trying to speak for anyone else or 
the GSA. We will be able to update this in five years and we will get better over time. 

Water Demand Projections Poll 

Rural Residential: Do projection ranges and proposed median values seem reasonable? 
Yes =10 (71%) 
No =2 (14%) 
No opinion =0 
I have additional questions = 2 (14%) 

Ag: Do projection ranges and proposed median values seem reasonable? 
Yes = 11 (73%) 
No = 1 (7%) 
No opinion = 0 
I have additional questions = 20% 

Rosenblum – I would like to get a feeling for the impact of vineyard conversions from orchards and/or 
natural vegetation. It would be good to get a sense of what that looks like. Can we expect to see that 
sometime? 

Rich – We will be providing ag groundwater pumping by crop type that will be reflective of the 
changes we see here. 
Rosenblum – The model is generating the numbers and calculates each of the elements of 
irrigation, soil moisture, etc. Given my interest west of Sebastopol, I would like some feel for what 
we might expect. Can you provide a table that shows how much evapo-transpiration, irrigation 
increases, …etc. so we can get a feel whether there is an issue in the next five or ten years. 

Wayne Haydon (chat) – The process makes sense, I have no alternative data, so I trust the numbers. 

Long (chat) – Projected demands might be reasonable, but I need a bit more time than 30 minutes to 
consider. 
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Craig Scott (chat) – It’s difficult to answer those questions without knowing their context in the basin's 
overall projected demands. 

Rosenblum (chat) – “No” on Russian River projections because the same effort should have been made 
for the area west of Sebastopol/Graton. This is a subset of the model boundary issue. 

Anderson (chat) – I would like to see the other municipal numbers. And how many surveys were sent 
versus 7500 parcels in the Basin? 

Rich (chat) – I believe the Raftelis database was used as basis for the survey AND for the rural domestic 
modeling. 

Rosenblum (chat) -The variability calculations for the municipal demand projections must be explained. 

Haydon (chat) - Attachment 1 was password protected and unavailable. 
DuBay (chat) – All, apologies about the password-protection in your packet. That link has been changed in 
the packet posted online and you can see the document here. http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-
content/uploads/Ag-Demand-Projections-Update-Memo_101520_ada.pdf 

Gaffney (chat) – Tell me again why you're ignoring cannabis. With the growth in that industry, it's not 
going away. 

Trotta – It will be included in 5-year updates. There is lots of uncertainty on water use for those 
crops in the future. 

Furch (chat) – Are these numbers only for the Santa Rosa Plain? 
Trotta – We believe they are for the entire model domain (Subbasin + contributing watershed 

area). 

Rosenblum (chat) – Will we (AC) see the Ag volume numbers? 
Trotta – Yes. 

Furch (chat) – Are the survey results correlated to this as Ag use projections? 
Trotta – Yes. 

Anderson (chat) – How do the acreage changes get allocated in Basin or watershed? 
Rich – The model is agnostic in terms of watershed or in-basin areas.  

Rosenblum (chat) – Numbers by crop! 
Trotta – Yes. 

Long (chat) – Sorry to sound like a broken record but we need more background to say Yea or Nay. 

Scott (chat) – Does this approach assume unconstrained growth, market driven - that is available land and 
well capacity are not constraints? 

Magill – I know the workgroup looked at that a little bit.  
Trotta – It was one of the reasons for the practitioner workgroups; it is considered. 

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/Ag-Demand-Projections-Update-Memo_101520_ada.pdf
http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/Ag-Demand-Projections-Update-Memo_101520_ada.pdf
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Long (chat) – Even for the acreage projections alone, we are being asked to make a judgement on viability 
based on a summary of a poll that was slightly manipulated to account for a perceived imbalance in the 
response. 

Furch (chat) – I asked if we could have a report or hear directly from the expert committee so we would 
have a better idea of the scope of their work and how they arrived at their recommendations.  I don’t 
know if there were summaries of those meetings. 

Projects and Actions Update 
Objective: Provide update on AC input received to date, discuss criteria for identifying potential projects 
and actions and next steps projects and actions, including information and recommendations from 
practitioner work groups (as available). 

Marcus Trotta provided a short update. 

Questions/Comments 
Gaffney (chat) – In order to advocate for an expansion of agricultural use of recycled water, we need to 
find additional reservoir sites. This issue killed the item in the 2000 Long Term Plan, resulting in the 
Geysers Pipeline. 

Rosenblum (chat) – DWR has a modelling division, so I would add a project to expand the modelling to 
Sebastopol/Graton recharge area 

Martin (chat) – Can you explain the concept of on-farm recharge? Is this flooding fields in above average 
years? 

Trotta – The concept is flooding fields in the winter. It has been studied quite a bit in the Central 
Valley and a pilot study has been done in Santa Rosa Plain (Jackson Family Wines). 

DuBay (chat) – You can see the information from the recharge workshop here: 
https://santarosaplaingroundwater.org/gsa-activities/. Just scroll down the page for the presentations. 

Rosenblum (chat) – Another project would be to see what different RCP emissions scenarios (e.g. 2.9 
instead of 8.5.) 

Trotta (chat) – Feel free to reach out to me directly (by email best) should you have any specific questions 
on the last two items. 

Sandi Potter (chat) – Just confirming that the land use projections and water demands will be updated 
every five years, so the 50-year projection will be revised periodically based on actual data as we 
implement the GSP? 

Trotta (chat) – That is correct. 

Furch (chat) – If we are “guessing” in the first five years - perhaps that’s the time to be conservative in our 
projections. 

SMC for Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water Update 
Objective: Provide update on draft SMC for Depletion of Interconnected Surface Water, including AC and 
practitioner work group feedback received to date 

https://santarosaplaingroundwater.org/gsa-activities/
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Marcus Trotta provided a short update on the potential methodology for determining ISW SMC and 
proposed a strawman methodology. 

Updates 
Objective: Provide relevant updates that inform the Advisory Committee - AC to ask questions if needed. 
Andy Rodgers  

Andy Rodgers – GRP development and launch schedule. The Board authorized to get ready to launch in 
early 2021 following completion of Rural Residential Outreach program. There is a special Board meeting 
on January 28. We will review “where we are” at the February AC meeting. Update on new suggested 
acronym (thank you Bob Anderson) for the program: GUIDE – Groundwater User Information Data 
Exchange. Mailer and webpage and survey have been updated as per suggestions. Rodgers then provided 
“next steps” for the program. Advisory Committee members were supportive of the name change (see 
below); no members expressed concerns.  

Questions/Comments 
Close (chat) – Agreed, great acronym! 
Haydon (chat) – Go GUIDE! 
Potter(chat) – I love GUIDE! 
Martin (chat) – Yep – thanks! 
Furch (chat) – Thanks, GUIDE is Great! 
Scott (chat) – Love it! 

Andrea Rodriguez – The Rural Residential Outreach mailer was mailed on Dec 1-2 to 5700 parcels. We 
have received a 15% response rate, hoping for closer to 20%, the survey closes on the 15th. Next steps – 
opportunity to join in focus groups and we have received interest. 

Questions/Comments 
Peter Martin – I share concerns about being over conservative when looking at different climate 
scenarios.  I believe we will have a lot of narrative and other ways to look at things. 

Furch (chat) – How are we targeting Spanish speaking recipients”? 
Rodriguez (chat) – We are translating all outreach materials. 
Furch (chat) – I see the translations … but wonder how they reach the Spanish language 
recipients. Having the translations is great … but we need to get them into the hands of Spanish 
speaking community members. Great work on the effort.  I happen to know how difficult it is to 
make contact. 

DuBay (chat) – Are you talking about the Rural Residential Survey or the GUIDE program? The Rural 
Residential survey was sent in English and Spanish to all property owners. Those are the people we are 
specifically targeting for this program. The GUIDE program material will also be sent to all property 
owners assumed to own wells/use groundwater. It is in both English and Spanish. 

Review Meeting Action Items and Discuss February Meeting Agenda 
Sam Magill, Advisory Committee Meeting Facilitator 
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 Be on the lookout for GSP Section 1 for review.
 If you have a preference to serve as the AC chair or vice-chair, get your input to Andy Rodgers

ASAP.
 Staff will provide additional details on statistics for standard deviation as soon as it becomes

available.
 We will need an extra meeting in April or June. Date TBC.

Rue Furch thanked staff for their work and commented that it would be good to get materials a little 
earlier for review. 

Anderson – We need to get everything done by July to allow time for public review. 

Andy Rodgers thanked everyone for their attendance. The next Board meeting is Thursday, January 28, 
2021 and the next Advisory Committee meeting is scheduled for February 8, 2021. The meeting adjourned 
at 5:31p.m. 

Attendees: 
Advisory Committee Members (present) 
Agricultural representative, Bob Anderson 
City of Santa Rosa appointee, Peter Martin 
City of Sebastopol appointee, Henry Mikus 
County of Sonoma appointee, Mark Grismer 
Environmental representative, Beth Lamb 
Environmental representative, Rue Furch 
Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria representative, Maureen Geary 
Gold Ridge RCD appointee, Matt O’Connor 
Independent Water Systems appointee, John Rosenblum 
Rural Residential representative, David Noren 
Sonoma County Water Agency appointee, Carolyn Dixon 
Sonoma RCD appointee, Wayne Haydon 
Town of Windsor appointee, Sandi Potter 
Agricultural representative, David Long 
City of Cotati appointee, Craig Scott 
Business representative, Joe Gaffney 
Rural Residential representative, Marlene Soiland (arrived 3:10) 

Advisory Committee Members (absent) 
City of Rohnert Park appointee, Mary Grace Pawson 

Staff/Presenters 
Andy Rodgers, SRP GSA Administrator 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, Technical Staff 
Andy Rich, Sonoma Water, Technical Staff 
Pete Parkinson, Technical Consultant 
Jay Jasperse, Sonoma Water, Plan Manager 
Ann DuBay, Sonoma Water, Outreach 
Andrea Rodriguez, Sonoma Water, Outreach 
Simone Peters, GSA Administrative Aide, (recording meeting summary) 
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Facilitator 
Sam Magill, Sacramento State University – Consensus and Collaboration Program 

Other Attendees 
Colin Close, City of Santa Rosa 
Elizabeth Cargay, Public Works, Windsor 
Stefania Cappi, Member of Public 
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